It is challenging to manage the thermal behavior of many-core microprocessors while still keeping them running at high performance since the control complexity increases as the core number increases. In this article, a novel hierarchical dynamic thermal management method is proposed to overcome this challenge.
INTRODUCTION
Extremely high operating temperatures have negative effects on the reliability of a microprocessor. The increasing power density and spatial power variation in the new-generation high-performance multi/many-core microprocessors introduce severe local hot spot problems, resulting in performance degradation, high cooling costs, and serious reliability issues. Finding economical and efficient methods to solve the high temperature issue and improve both performance and reliability for multi/many-core microprocessors remains a challenging task [Brooks et al. 2007] .
The dynamic thermal management (DTM) method is one effective technique to improve the thermally related performance of microprocessors [Donald and Martonosi 2006] . It controls the running behavior of the microprocessor to make sure its temperature is within the safe range while keeping its computing performance at a high level. DTM is usually performed by two categories of methods: task migration and DVFS. The task migration method switches tasks among different cores in multi/many-core microprocessors to lower the peak temperature of the chip [Powell et al. 2004; Ge et al. 2010; Chantem et al. 2011; Liu et al. 2012; Ayoub and Rosing 2009; Ebi et al. 2009 ] and is also used to lower the energy consumption in heterogenous multicore systems [Cong and Yuan 2012] . Task migration usually leads to high throughput of the system since all cores are running at the maximum speed. But it may suffer from a high average temperature problem without any other DTM methods being involved.
The DVFS method [Skadron et al. 2003; Jayaseelan and Mitra 2009; Mutapcic et al. 2009 ] controls voltage and operating frequency speed to adjust the heat dissipation of the chip. Recently, DVFS was also used in the dark silicon scenario, which determines the V/f levels for dark silicon chips with temperature as the constraint [Khdr et al. 2015; Muthukaruppan et al. 2013] . DVFS is able to guarantee the thermal safety of the chip and save energy of the chip, but computing performance of the microprocessor is sacrificed due to the frequency scaling.
In order to guide the DVFS and/or task migration, a control scheme is usually employed by DTM methods except for experience-based or heuristic-based ones. The controller uses a thermal model, thermal sensor information, and so forth and outputs the action guidance (e.g., how much frequency should be adjusted for DVFS) for DTM techniques. Many DTM methods are based on traditional control methods [Kadin et al. 2009 ], but these methods do not suit very well multi/many-core thermal systems due to their complex multimodal dynamics [Bartolini et al. 2013 ]. Recently, model predictive control (MPC) was introduced in DTM [Zanini et al. 2009; Wang et al. 2009; Bartolini et al. 2013] . It uses the thermal model of the microprocessor and outputs management suggestions on the power side. Since it makes predictions on the thermal behavior to enhance control efficiency, it is able to provide more accurate and effective management suggestions. Significant throughput improvement is reported by using MPC compared with traditional control methods [Bartolini et al. 2013] .
Combining MPC with both DVFS and task migration may take the advantages from all three methods: the high quality control from MPC, good computing performance from task migration, and guaranteed thermal safety from DVFS. There are a number of works that combine two techniques out of the three. Specifically, works that combine task migration and DVFS include the experience-based method [Brooks and Martonosi 2001] , the hybrid method that optimizes performance [Hanumaiah et al. 2011] , and the hybrid method that optimizes energy consumption [Hanumaiah and Vrudhula 2014; Tan et al. 2015] . Works that contain both MPC and DVFS are presented in Zanini et al. [2009] , Wang et al. [2009] , and Bartolini et al. [2013] . However, combining MPC with task migration is much harder than combining MPC with DVFS. Recently, a work that combines all three methods was proposed [Ma et al. 2014] . However, this method is only applicable to multicore microprocessors due to the high overhead introduced in integrating MPC and task migration, especially for many-core systems.
In this article, a new hierarchical dynamic thermal management method is proposed for high-performance many-core microprocessors. The new method uses model predictive control to guide the management process with both task migration and DVFS. In order to solve the scalability problem of performing MPC-based task migration on many-core systems, the new method makes the task migration decision at two levels. At the lower level, spatially adjacent cores are clustered into blocks, bipartite matching is performed on the powers of cores inside each block to make the in-block migration decision, and the unmatched powers are collected at the upper level for the second-round-migration decision making. A modified iterative minimum cut algorithm is introduced to speed up the decision-making process at the upper level. The new hierarchical method is highly scalable for many-core microprocessors with little overhead and is able to maintain the high performance of the chip without violating the thermal constraint.
MODEL-PREDICTIVE-CONTROL-BASED DYNAMIC THERMAL MANAGEMENT
In this section, we will introduce the MPC-based DTM method. The thermal model integrated in MPC is presented first in Section 2.1. How to compute the desired power using MPC in order to guide the DTM process is given next in Section 2.2. Finally, Section 2.3 shows the steps to perform task migration and DVFS based on the desired power from MPC.
Thermal Model of the Microprocessor
Due to the well-known duality between the thermal system and electrical circuit system, we can build the thermal model of the microprocessor using thermal equivalent resistors (thermal resistors), thermal equivalent capacitance (thermal capacitors), and thermal equivalent independent current and voltage sources. As a result, similar to the electrical system, the thermal model of a microprocessor with l cores can be expressed as ordinary differential equations, such as:
where T (t) ∈ R n is the thermal vector representing temperatures of n blocks of the processor, which includes l cores (with l < n) and boundary condition nodes and nodes for package components; G ∈ R n×n includes thermal resistance information; C ∈ R n×n includes thermal capacitance information; B c ∈ R n×l contains the power injection topology information; P(t) ∈ R l is the power vector with power dissipations of l cores at time k, and is the input of the model; Y (t) is the thermal vector with temperature information of l cores, and is the output of the model; and L ∈ R l×n is the output selection matrix, which selects the l core temperatures from T (t).
In order to analyze the thermal system, the original ordinary differential equation (Equation (1)) in continuous time is discretized into the following difference equation by using Eular's method or other numerical integration methods as
where the variables T (k), P(k), and Y (k) are the discretized versions of T (t), P(t), and Y (t) in Equation (1), respectively, and A and B d are formulated using G, C, and B c , according to the specific numerical integration method used to discretize Equation (1).
For general purposes, the thermal model in Equation (2) is used to compute the core temperatures 1 of the chip (Y (k) as the output) by feeding in the power consumption of the power unites of the chip (P(k) as the input).
Desired Power Computing Using Model Predictive Control
Section 2.1 has shown that by using the given power input P(k), the core temperatures of the chip Y (k) can be computed with the thermal model in Equation (2), which is sufficient for thermal simulation and estimation. For DTM problems, computing the desired power with a given temperature is also important because DTM needs to operate on the power side to manage the temperature. Sometimes, the steady-state thermal model, which can be obtained by eliminating the capacitance term from Equation (1), is used to compute the power with the given temperature information, due to its simplicity. However, DTM based on the steady-state thermal model will ignore the current thermal state, which is important when making DTM decisions. It also assumes temperature and power dissipation to be roughly steady, which harms DTM effectiveness. In order to mitigate this problem, the transient thermal model in Equation (1) (or the discretized form in Equation (2)) is used in a feedback control scheme or optimization formulation for better power computation in DTM decision making. Although this method is able to take the current thermal state into consideration and handle transient thermal and power effects, the power it computes still cannot lead to a smooth thermal control. This is mainly because this method lacks the ability to look into the future and thus can only obtain the on-step optimal power for thermal control. In this article, we use the model predictive control (MPC)-based power computation method, which extends the transient thermal model in Equation (2) into the predictive form with the ability to look into the future and compute the future-aware desired power for smooth and accurate thermal management.
By using a system model in the form of Equation (2), MPC is able to calculate the input adjustment needed in order to track a user-defined output. In order to maximize the performance of the processer under a thermal constraint, the highest temperature allowed (called ceiling temperature) for each core, Y max , is usually provided as the user-defined output to be tracked. 2 First, we define the difference of the state and input variables as
Taking the difference of the adjacent two steps of Equation (2), there is
Introducing a new variable,T
we can rewrite Equation (4) into the following augmented model:
with 0 m as a matrix with all zero elements with suitable size. So far, we have obtained the connection between the power input difference and the output core temperatures in Equation (5). Next, the power input difference needs to be determined given the desired ceiling temperatures of cores. Assume the ceiling temperatures of cores over several time steps into the future are given, and written in a vector form as
In this vector, Y max ∈ R m×1 contains the ceiling temperatures of each core. Here we assume that the ceiling temperature does not change over time, which usually fits the real-world situation. Please note that this is not a limitation of the new method. N p stands for a time frame from current to the N p steps into the future, and is called the prediction horizon. In order to keep the core temperatures tracking the ceiling temperature in the prediction horizon, at a time k, the future control trajectory (which is actually unknown and needs to be computed in the end) is introduced as
where N c is called the control horizon. The prediction of core temperatures is defined as
where Y (k + j|k) is the predicted core temperatures at time k + j using information of current time k. Y k can be calculated assuming P k is known, using
where V and are shown in Equation (7) as
Next, we would like to calculate the power, which minimizes the difference between core temperatures Y k generated by such power and the desired ceiling temperatures Y ceil given by the user. We can first introduce the measurement of such difference
, and the optimal power distribution is the one leading to Y k = Y ceil . In addition, for practical considerations, we prefer the power distribution not to change drastically. So the extra tuning term
as the final function to be minimized over the variable P k . R = r I N c ×N c is the tuning matrix with r as the tuning parameter, which determines the weight between the two terms, and can be fine-tuned through experiment according to different numbers of cores. Guidance and examples of how to tune r are provided in Section 4. Also note that Y k is a function of the unknown variable P k . Next, optimization is performed to minimize Equation (8) by taking the first derivative of Equation (8) with respect to P k and making it equal to zero. The solution of P k is
At each MPC time k, we only use the first computed control signal P(k) from Equation (9) and update the power distribution as
whereP(k) is the updated power distribution. The resulting temperature Y (k) would track the desired ceiling temperature with the updated power input. In other words, the updated power input is the highest power that can be reached without violating the temperature requirements.
Task Migration and DVFS Based on Desired Power
Next, dynamic thermal management can be performed with the desired power distribution of cores provided by MPC in Equation (10). DVFS can be integrated with MPC easily by adjusting the frequency and voltage level of each core to match the desired power distribution from MPC. However, DVFS may lead to dramatic performance degradation of thhe microprocessor. The basic reason is that DVFS can only lower the power of the core, but it is not able to increase the power if the core is already at its highest frequency and voltage level, for example, if the load currently running at core i consumes power p i with the highest voltage level and frequency speed, while MPC suggests this core consumes powerp i withp i > p i . In this case, nothing can be done by DVFS at the ith core. But at the same time, there may exist a jth core consuming p j ≈p i , which must be scaled to a lower power (e.g., equal to p i ) by DVFS in order to satisfy the thermal constraint. This leads to performance degradation of the jth core and will be revealed as lower throughput. Actually, it is obvious that if we simply swap the loads at the jth core and the ith core in this example, no DVFS will be executed and the performance of the microprocessor will not be harmed. As a result, task migration can be performed first by matching similar valued elements in P andP into pairs and making the migration action according to the matched pairs. This matching process is an assignment problem, and it can be modeled as a bipartite graph and solved as a bipartite matching problem. The corresponding bipartite graph can be formulated as
. . ,p l }, and E contains partial edges between vertices in L and R: we define a threshold e th , and only the edges ( p i ,p j ) satisfying | p i −p j | < e th are kept in E with weights e ij = |p i −p j |. The bipartite matching problem can be solved using the Hungarian algorithm, and the matched pairs are found, which means task migration can be performed according to the pairs (if ( p i ,p j ) is one of the matched pairs, then the load at the ith core will be moved to the jth core). There may exist some unmatched powers left after the bipartite match, which will be processed by DVFS as introduced later.
The value of e th determines the number of unmatched powers after bipartite match and also controls the risk of temperature violation: a larger value of e th results in fewer unmatched powers, fewer DVFS actions, and higher risk and severity of thermal violation, but higher performance of the chip. The proper value of e th should be determined as the one leading to acceptable thermal violation risk and severity. e th needs to be changed for different CPU architectures with different numbers of cores, but it is not necessarily to be changed at runtime for different workloads. Details about how to adjust e th are discussed in Section 4.
Another important function of e th is to eliminate unnecessary task migrations when there are many low-power tasks. Consider the extreme situation that all tasks are low power tasks, which will result in low temperatures for all cores. In such case, we should not perform any task migration and DVFS. If we set the proper e th , then no task migration will be performed (which is correct), as the bipartite graph has no edge at all. This is because elements in P all have small values, while elements inP all have large values (as suggested by MPC in order to track the ceiling temperature), so e th will prevent them from connecting to each other, thus avoiding unnecessary task migrations.
One example of the bipartite matching is shown in Figure 
HIERARCHICAL DYNAMIC THERMAL MANAGEMENT METHOD
In this section, a new hierarchical DTM method is proposed for high-performance many-core microprocessors. The new technique is based on model predictive control and uses both task migration and DVFS.
It is challenging to perform MPC-based task migration on many-core microprocessors, because when the number of cores becomes large, a lot of time is spent in computing the migration decision making (can be formulated as bipartite matching) using the Hungarian algorithm with complexity of O(n 3 ). In order to handle the many-core system that has a large core number, the new technique clusters the cores into blocks and makes task migration decision on two levels: within block (lower level) and among blocks (higher level). Bipartite matching of current powers and desired powers is first performed at the lower level inside each block. There are unmatched powers from each block in the lower level, and they are collected to form the upper level (among blocks). At the upper level, an iterative minimum cut algorithm modified from Fidducia and Mattheyses [1982] is used to divide the upper level into "optimal" blocks, and bipartite matching is performed inside each "optimal" block. The final unmatched powers from the upper level are processed using the DVFS method to guarantee the absolute safety in temperature. The hierarchical algorithm relaxes the computational cost by reducing the size of each bipartite matching and performing the matching in parallel. As a result, it is scalable to many-core systems.
Lower-Level Task Migration Within Blocks
First, we cluster the cores into blocks. As the first step, we can simply cluster the cores according to their locations; that is, we simply group the spatially clustered cores into a block. This lower-level clustering process introduces no overhead at all. We usually form blocks in square shapes called regular blocks, but rectangular or smaller squareshaped blocks may appear on the edges, and they are called edge blocks.
Bipartite matching, shown in Section 2.3, is performed inside each block, and this is called lower-level matching. For each block, computation of the matching can be assigned to a core inside the block. In the view of the full chip, the lower-level matching is performed in parallel. As a result, the latency introduced by lower-level matching is the CPU time used to compute the matching in a regular block (note that all edge blocks have a smaller size than the regular block, which means their shorter computing time will not be counted for latency).
The number of cores inside each block can be tuned to achieve a smaller latency of the whole algorithm: if a large number is chosen here, bipartite matching in the lower level will take more time, but more matched pairs will be found. This will result in fewer unmatched pairs to be left to the upper level, causing less processing time at the upper level.
An example of the lower-level clustering process is shown in Figure 2 (a). It is a 100-core microprocessor, and the cores are clustered into four 16-core regular blocks (labeled as A, B, D, E). Five edge blocks (labeled as C, F, G, H, I) are also introduced with the number of cores ranging from four to eight. Lower-level bipartite matching is then performed in each block, with Figure 1 showing the bipartite matching inside block I of Figure 2(a) .
Obviously, it is insufficient to find all matching pairs by only performing the lowerlevel matching inside each block. For example, in block I of Figure 2 (a), the powers p 1 andp 4 cannot be matched as shown in Figure 1(b) . It is also not good to perform DVFS for unmatched powers in each block at this lower-level stage, because an unmatched power in one block may find a good match with another unmatched power from a different block. This will avoid a lot of unnecessary DVFS actions and minimize the performance degradation of the chip. As a result, we can collect all the unmatched powers from all blocks to form the upper level. All the unmatched powers after the first-level matching in the 100-core example are shown in Figure 2(b) , marked in red.
Higher-Level Task Migration Among Blocks
In the previous subsection, we have clustered the cores into blocks and done bipartite matching at the lower level inside each block. All the unmatched powers from all blocks are collected for the upper-level matching.
We want to find all the power pairs that can be matched at the upper level and perform DVFS only on the final unmatched powers. It appears that we can cluster the upper-level powers into larger blocks according to their locations, similar to what we have done at the lower level. Then we can perform bipartite matching inside the new blocks and form even larger blocks using previously unmatched ones. The area of the block grows in iteration, until the full chip finally becomes one block. However, experiments show that only a small ratio (below 25%) of powers at the higher level can be finally matched, compared with a large ratio (above 60%) of that at the lower level. Such a small matching ratio will cause the block area to increase very slowly in iteration. It is even possible that the block area will never grow to the size of the full chip because there may be a lot of powers that cannot be eventually matched. So before the block enlarges to the chip size, unmatched powers collected in the block may already be too many to be processed, due to the large computing cost required.
In order to make the task migration decision efficiently at a higher level, we cluster the upper-level powers into blocks in another way, using the minimum cut algorithm. First, we formulate a graph (details will be provided later) using all the upper-level powers. Then, we use minimum cut algorithm to divide the graph into two groups, and each group is a new block.
3 If the new block size is too large (for the bipartite matching algorithm), then another minimum cut is performed on this block to half its size. After the minimum cut, bipartite matching is performed inside each new block. One important property of the minimum cut is that the connection is weak among the separated blocks, and the connection is much stronger inside each block. This means the matching ratio is maximized inside each block. If there are unmatched powers left after the bipartite matching inside a block, these unmatched powers can also hardly be matched with powers from other blocks. As a result, another round of even higher-level matching by collecting all unmatched powers from all upper-level blocks is unnecessary.
Usually, the exact minimum cut algorithm is too expensive to be performed here as a runtime algorithm. Fortunately, we do not need the optimal cut here, and we can use the iterative approximation algorithm modified from the one used in network partition [Fidducia and Mattheyses 1982] 
and w(p i ,p j ) = 0 for all the i and j. One example of G p is shown in Figure 3(a) . What we need to solve here is a minimum cut problem on the graph G p .
As an iterative algorithm, the first step is to make the initial cut by partitioning V p into two subsets V p1 and V p2 . The cost of the cut is defined as the sum of the weights on the cut set. An example is given in Figure 3(b) , where the initial cut generates two subsets V p1 = {P a , P b , P c ,P a ,P b ,P c } and V p2 = {P d , P e ,P d ,P e }. Then, in order to proceed with the iteration by moving the correct vertices from one subset to the other one, we need to measure the cut cost changes of a moving action. For each vertex v, we first define I(v) to be the set of edges that connect v and another vertex in the same subset as v. Similarly, we define E(v) to be the set of edges that connect v and another vertex in the different subset as v. Take vertex P a in Figure 3(b) as an example; I(P a ) = {(P a ,P a ), (P a ,P b ), (P a ,P c )}, and E(P a ) = {(P a ,P d ), (P a ,P e )}. Note that here we ignore the edges with 0 weight, such as (P a , P b ) . The following gain function f (v):
measures the decrease in cut cost if v is moved to the other subset. In the example,
The negative value of f (P a ) means that the action of moving P a to the other subset is going to increase the cut cost, which indicates that P a should not be moved. Similarly, the gains of other vertices are calculated as f (
46, and f (P e ) = 0.84. For the ith iteration, the best vertex (with the largest gain) is chosen to be moved to the other subset, and this vertex is denoted as v i . It will be locked in that subset, and the gain of all its neighbors will be updated. In the example, the best vertex is P c , which has the largest gain of 0.92, and it will be moved to the lower subset and locked. In this simple example, it can be easily verified from the figure that moving P c from the upper subset to the lower subset increases the power matching quality: P c is a better matching candidate for bothP d andP e in the lower subset than any other power vertices in the upper subset. However, there is one problem if we directly perform this moving decision. In our case, using the best vertex in every iteration may result in an extremely unbalanced result: one subset contains a lot of vertices (powers), while the other subset contains very little. This will cause a problem for our method because if the size of one block after a minimum cut remains large, performing bipartite matching for this block will dominate the latency. As a result, we introduce a balance threshold to the iterative minimum cut algorithm: if moving the best vertex from subset A to B violates the threshold, then it will not be moved, and instead, the best vertex in subset B will be moved to A and locked. After all nodes are locked, there is a sequence F = { f (v 1 ), f (v 2 ), . . . , f (v 2m )}. At this stage, it seems strange that we have "moved" all vertices to their corresponding other subsets, which does not make any sense. The reality is that all the moving action now is for the purpose of analysis only, in order to determine which vertices will be actually moved, as shown in the following step. Note that in the sequence F, f (v i ) means the gain (decrease in cut cost) of the single moving action of v i , assuming all previous moving actions of v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v i−1 have already been done. As a result, in order to know the total gain of moving v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v i , denoted asf (v i ), we need to take the summation as
By calculatingf (v i ) for i = 1, 2, . . . , 2m, we can form the cumulative sum sequencẽ Although the moving action can be performed repeatedly, previous research on circuit partitioning shows that two to four moving actions are enough to achieve the local minimum [Fidducia and Mattheyses 1982; Dutt and Deng 1996] . For our case, experiments show that only one moving action performs well enough.
After the minimum cuts, we cluster the powers into blocks. Then, bipartite matching can be performed inside each block. Since minimum cuts already grouped the correlated powers into one block, the remaining unmatched powers from one block can hardly be matched with unmatched powers from other blocks. As a result, no further bipartite matching will be performed and we can immediately determine the task migration action based on the previous lower-level and higher-level bipartite matching results. And the final remaining unmatched powers can be simply processed using DVFS.
The example showing the higher-level matching is presented in Figures 3(a) , 3(b), and 3(c). In Figure 3(a) , all the unmatched powers after the lower-level matching (which can be seen in Figure 2 (b) in red) are collected to form the graph G p . Note that all vertices are connected by edges in graph G p with weights, but they are not shown in Figure 3 only for simplicity reasons. Then, the iterative minimum cut algorithm is performed on graph G p , with the initial cut in the dashed line shown in Figure 3 (b), and the final cut shown in Figure 3 (c) dividing the powers into two blocks. Next, upper-level bipartite matching is performed by formulating a new bipartite graph for each block as shown in Figure 3 (c).
Final Adjustment by DVFS
The DVFS method is introduced to do the final adjustment on the unmatched powers from the previous bipartite matching algorithm. After the task migration action based on the lower-and higher-level bipartite matching results, the already-matched powers have been moved to the correct cores, which matches the power distribution given by MPC with little difference at these positions. Because of such moving action, even the remaining unmatched powers have been moved to a new position since their original positions may have been taken by the matched ones.
Assume a load with unmatched power p i has been moved to the jth core where the required power given by MPC isp j . Since p i is not matched withp j , they cannot equal in value. If p i <p j , it means that if we keep the current state, the resulting temperature around the jth core will be lower than the required ceiling temperature. Since this will not harm the reliability of the chip, we can keep this power unchanged. In the other case where p i >p j , we perform DVFS on p i with the power scaling ratio r dv f s =p j / p i . This is the maximum performance that can be achieved by the jth core without violating the temperature constraint. It is also noted that DVFS makes discrete voltage/frequency adjustments, so in real-world applications, r dv f s is determined as the nearest level, which is lower thanp j / p i .
The final step performed on the 100-core example is shown in Figure 3( It is well known that in the DVFS method, the DC-DC converter, which is used to adjust the supply voltage level, introduces overhead in the chip design. This could be a serious problem in many-core systems, especially for per-core DVFS. It is practical to introduce DVFS block, which contains a number of spatially adjacent cores that share one DC-DC converter, in order to reduce the implementation overhead of the DC-DC converter. In such case, the DVFS decision of each DVFS block should be made according to the lowest voltage level requested by cores in the corresponding block and leading to a throughput/performance drop. This is a tradeoff between DC-DC converter implementation overhead against the chip performance. This tradeoff is a general and important problem in many-core architecture and needs to be further researched in future works.
This concludes the new algorithm, and we summarize the whole flow of the new method in Algorithm 1.
ALGORITHM 1: Hierarchical Dynamic Thermal Management Algorithm 1: Calculate the desired power distributionP(k) using MPC with the provided temperature constraint as in Equations (9) and (10). 2: Cluster the adjacent cores into lower-level blocks. 3: For each block, build its own bipartite graph G = (L, R, E) using the corresponding part of P(k),P(k), and threshold e th . 4: Perform lower-level bipartite matching for each block. Record the matched pairs. 5: Collect unmatched powers from all lower-level blocks and build a new graph G p = (V p , E p ) for minimum cut. 6: Generate higher-level blocks by partitioning the graph G p using the modified iterative minimum cutalgorithm. 7: Perform upper-level bipartite matching for each block generated in Step 6. Record the matched pairs. 8: Determine the new positions of all loads based on the recorded lower-level and upper-level matched pairs. 9: For all remaining unmatched powers, perform DVFS as described in Section 3.3.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The experiments are performed on a Linux server with two 2.90GHz eight-core 16-thread CPUs and 64GB memory. The new hierarchical method is implemented using MATLAB, and HotSpot [Huang et al. 2006 ] is used to build the thermal model based on the many-core microprocessors with four different core configurations, from 100 cores (10 × 10) to 625 cores (25 × 25). The ambient temperature is 20
• C. The manycore microprocessors in the experiments are composed of identical Alpha 21264 cores. The dimension of all chips is 10mm × 10mm × 0.15mm. We assume there is no taskprocessing-related communication and synchronization among cores in the many-core microprocessors; that is, one task is assigned to one core. Wattch [Brooks et al. 2000 ] is used to generate the power by running SPEC benchmarks [Henning 2000] , and one task is assigned to one core randomly as an initial task assignment. Next, task assignment and scheduling actions are determined by the DTM method. We use nine power traces of nine different SPEC benchmarks. For the power traces of different CPUs, we recycle those nine power traces to get 100 power traces, 256 power traces, and so on.
Because the size of the core scales as the core number increases, this will lead to unrealistically high power density (and extremely high temperature) after the so-called "power wall" or "utilization wall" is reached [Taylor 2013 ]. There are many solutions proposed in order to solve this problem. One popular solution is dim silicon, which scales power consumption of each core [Huang et al. 2011; Taylor 2013] , and another well-known solution is turning off some cores entirely [Taylor 2013; Shafique et al. 2014] . In this work, we adopt the dim silicon technology and scale the power traces to ensure that all CPUs have similar power density, which leads to a temperature distribution similar to today's multicore chips. It is achieved by scaling the operating frequency and voltage by the same ratio. In this work, we do not consider the strategy of turning off a portion of cores entirely, which will be our future research direction. For CPUs with different core numbers, the threshold e th in the task migration process and the tuning parameter r in MPC (in Equation (8)) are manually tuned for each CPU to ensure the temperature tracking quality. Note that the optimal values of e th and r highly depend on the core number and architecture of the microprocessor. It is hard and unnecessary to calculate these parameters theoretically, and in real-world applications, it is much easier to perform experiments and fine-tune these parameters for a certain many-core microprocessor, even in a trial-and-error way. All these parameters are shown in Table I . We can see that e th scales with the size of the power module (size of the core in our case). If the size of the core is relatively large, e th needs to be assigned a relatively large value as well (please refer to the 100-core case in Table I shown later in the experiment), and vice versa (see the 625-core case in Table I ). This is because a larger-power module means a larger area for power dissipation (this power module has a larger power value as well), and as a result is able to allow a larger power value difference for the same temperature violation tolerance. Another observation is that larger number of cores needs a larger r. This is simply because in Equation (8), when the core number increases, the magnitude of each element in Y ceil − Y k does not change much, but each element in P k (which is unknown and needs to be solved) should be smaller (because the power of each core decreases). In order to achieve a smaller solution of P k , a larger r needs to be used. Please note that for 625 cores, r remains to be 3,000, which is the same as for 400 cores, because we found the difference is insignificant by increasing r further.
For the lower-level clustering, we cluster every 25 (5×5) adjacent cores into one block. For the upper-level processing, graph G p will be partitioned by the modified iterative minimum cut algorithm if the number of vertices in graph G p is more than 240.
The DVFS and task migration activating period is set to be every 20s to minimize the overhead effect from task migration (overhead from both computing and migration action) when the core number increases. It is usually fine to use a much smaller migration period with a small number of cores, where computing overhead and migration action overhead (due to core-to-core communication) are both small. For the many-core case, frequent task migration is extremely hard to perform considering the large number of cores, so the migration period is extended. It is possible that the load on one core is raised a lot in between the migration intervals and this may cause a temperature violation. In such case, we can just perform DVFS inside the migration intervals when needed to enhance the safety.
The overhead of the task migration action is considered in the experiments in addition to the task migration decision computing overhead. The normal task migration action overhead is around 10 6 cycles, which counts for around 1ms for a 1GHz processor [Cuesta et al. 2010] . Such overhead can be higher in many-core systems, because of the long communication time caused by the large number of cores. As a result, we set the migration time to be 100ms in a system with hundreds of cores. We also consider the power consumption of task migration in the experiments. Such power is mainly caused by the communication between the cores during migration time, and the corresponding two cores are not processing any tasks during migration. As a result, we assume the [Ma et al. 2014] and in (c) successfully tracks the ceiling temperature. But the DVFS-only method in (d) has many low-temperature cores, which means the chip performance is lower.
power during the task migration time to be lower than the task processing time. In order to be safe, we pessimistically make the power of a core during task migration time to be the previous task average power processed on the core, and feed such power into MPC for prediction.
For comparison, we have implemented two other MPC-based methods, the MPCbased method with DVFS and task migration [Ma et al. 2014 ] for a multicore microprocessor and the MPC-based method with DVFS only. We also choose the DTM method in Hanumaiah et al. [2011] for comparison because it shares the same goal of our work: maximize performance (throughput) with temperature as the constraint in high-performance processors. We have used the open-source program MAGMA V2 provided by Hanumaiah et al. [2011] in the experiment. MAGMA can only give the results of the 100-core case and will fail with "out of memory" error for larger cases. In order to be fair, all methods share the same activation period, power traces, and ceiling temperature settings.
First, we let a CPU with 100 cores run at maximum speed without any DTM method. The transient temperature traces of this CPU are shown in Figure 4 (a). We can see that the temperature of the core ranges from 90
• C to 120
• C. The temperature around 120
• C will clearly harm the reliability of the chip. The temperature variance among cores is also measured and shown in Figure 5(a) ; it can be seen that the temperature difference among cores is large without any DTM method activated.
Next, we test the new hierarchical method with the ceiling temperature set as 105
• C. The new hierarchical method is activated at the time of 200 seconds. The corresponding transient temperature traces of the 100-core CPU are shown in Figure 4 (b), and the corresponding temperature variance is shown in Figure 5 (b). After the new hierarchical method is activated, the temperatures of all cores track the given 105
• C ceiling temperature, and the temperature difference is greatly decreased.
For comparison, the MPC-based method with task migration and DVFS for multicore microprocessors in Ma et al. [2014] and the MPC-based method with DVFS only are tested first. The ceiling temperatures of all methods are set to be 105
• C, and all methods start to be activated at the same time point of 200 seconds with an activating period of 20s. Ma et al. [2014] (but the new method performs way better in overhead and scalability as will be shown later). And the DVFS-only MPC-based method performs much worse than both the new hierarchical method and Ma et al. [2014] in terms of transient temperature control and variance among cores.
Next, we compare our results with the method in Hanumaiah et al. [2011] . It also performs DVFS and task migration in order to keep the temperature of the cores tracking the ceiling temperature. However, in Hanumaiah et al. [2011] , at making DTM decisions, each core is assumed to be thermally isolated with all other cores in order to save the computing cost. Such assumption may hold for a multicore chip Hanumaiah et al. [2011] on the 100-core microprocessor. Core-to-core heat exchange has a huge impact on temperatures for many-core microprocessors, causing the 105 • C ceiling temperature to be seriously violated. The overshoot problem is also significant compared to the MPC-based techniques.
with small core numbers, where the large cache area blocks heat exchange among cores. But in many-core cases, due to the small size of each core, heat exchange among cores is significant and cannot be ignored. Figure 6(a) shows the computed temperatures of the 100-core microprocessor without considering heat exchange among cores. Note that the temperature waveforms are in straight segments because of the larger simulation steps used. Since DTM decisions are made by such temperatures, the ceiling temperature is successfully tracked for most of the time. But such temperatures are not the actual ones because a zero core-to-core heat exchange assumption is made. We modified the MAGMA program and plotted the actual temperatures considering heat exchange among cores. The results are shown in Figure 6 (b). It is clear that the DTM decision made with such an assumption is not optimal, and causes significant actual temperature violations. From Figure 6 , we can also see the overshoot problem in temperature control. It is because of the zero-slack policy used for temperature/power control in Hanumaiah et al. [2011] : when the current temperature is not exactly the same as the ceiling temperature, the core is either turned off (if current temperature is higher than the ceiling temperature) or run at full speed (if current temperature is lower than the ceiling temperature). All the MPC-based algorithms do not have such an overshoot problem as shown in Figure 4 , because they are able to predict into the future and make DTM decisions, which leads to smooth temperature control.
The variance comparisons on all CPUs with different numbers of cores are recorded in Table II , where var o is variance without any DTM method, var d is variance with DTM using DVFS only, var c is variance with DTM in Ma et al. [2014] , var n is variance with our new hierarchical method, and var h is variance with the method in Hanumaiah et al. [2011] . All results for different numbers of cores are similar to the 100-core example: Hanumaiah et al. [2011] , although it can only finish the 100-core case, performs well in the variance test and gives similar results to the method in Ma et al. [2014] . It can be seen from previous comparisons for transient temperature traces and temperature variance that the difference between our new hierarchical method and the method in Ma et al. [2014] is small. What really shines for the new hierarchical method is the scalability and small overhead for many-core microprocessors compared with Ma et al. [2014] and Hanumaiah et al. [2011] . Now, we measure the average runtime-persecond execution for all the DTM methods. Since the new method is mainly composed of MPC, bipartite matching, and minimum cut partitioning, we split the total runtime into MPC time t p , matching time t m , and minimum cut partitioning time t a for better analysis. The runtime of the matching operation of the new method is measured by adding one lower-level matching time and one upper-level matching time. For lowerlevel (upper-level) matching time, if there are several matching actions performed in parallel, we count the longest one that is dominating the delay. The method in Ma et al. [2014] shares MPC time t p and t m but does not have partitioning time t a . The DVFSonly method shares only MPC time t p . Although the method in Hanumaiah et al. [2011] can only finish the 100-core case, we are still able to test its task migration time t m by feeding the corresponding function using a matrix with correct dimensions filled by random numbers. The computing times of CPUs with different numbers of cores are recorded in Table III . It is obvious that for the method in Ma et al. [2014] , the overhead becomes more significant as the core number increases. Starting from the 400-core case, for each second of management, this method spends more than 1 second on computing, which makes it totally inapplicable. For the method in Hanumaiah et al. [2011] , the task migration computing time also increases quickly with the core number, which makes it unusable for many-core applications. According to their paper, this is because the task migration algorithm suffers the O(nq) 3 complexity (which is similar to the task migration complexity in Ma et al. [2014] ), where n is the core number and q is the task number, and n = q is assumed in Hanumaiah et al. [2011] . When the core/task number increases, such O(n 6 ) complexity will make the task migration too time consuming to be used. On the other hand, the computing time grows very slowly in the new method. Even for the 625-core case, which is considered as a huge number of cores, the new method is able to make management decisions in 4ms for every 1 second of management. This is only 0.4% of the computing time spent on only a few number of cores, and thus can be considered as negligible. Of course, the DVFS-only method performs best in overhead, but the slight overhead spent for task migration in the new method brings significant advantage in CPU performance, as shown next.
Finally, we measure the performance of different many-core CPUs using different DTM methods. Instructions per second (IPS) is used to estimate CPU performance. Since the methods in Ma et al. [2014] and Hanumaiah et al. [2011] show significant overhead and cannot complete the management decision in time for many-core CPUs, they are not considered in this CPU performance comparison. The average IPS of the core using the new hierarchical method and the method with DVFS only are collected in Table IV . In the table, MIPS o represents the average number of IPS in millions (MIPS) of the core without any DTM method, MIPS d stands for the average number of IPS in millions of the core using DTM with DVFS only, and MIPS n denotes the average number of IPS in millions of the core with our new hierarchical method. Considering MIPS o as the ideal performance of the CPU without any thermal constraint, MIPS n is only slightly smaller than MIPS o , showing the effectiveness of the new hierarchical algorithm in optimal management decision making and small overhead even for a huge number of cores. The new method also outperforms the DVFS-only method in terms of CPU performance. Although the new method is slightly larger in overhead, the time spent in task migration decision making reduces the number of DVFS activation times and brings overall performance benefits. We remark that the throughput enhancement of the new method compared to the DVFS-only method is highly dependent on the running applications. If there exists very low-temperature cores (or even idle cores), then the throughput improvement of the new method will be much more significant compared to the DVFS-only method, because the very low-temperature cores can be fully used in the migration process to reduce the DVFS actions.
CONCLUSION
In this article, a hierarchical dynamic thermal management method has been proposed for high-performance many-core microprocessors. Based on model predictive control, the new method uses both task migration and DVFS to reduce performance degradation and improve the thermal reliability of the chip. In order to be scalable for many-core microprocessors, it performs bipartite matching-based task migration decision making at two levels: lower level within block and higher level among blocks.
A modified iterative minimum cut algorithm is used to assist the upper-level task migration decision-making process. Experiments on a number of many-core microprocessors show that the new method is able to keep the chip in a safe temperature range, and it outperforms existing methods with higher computing performance of many-core microprocessors.
